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INTRO

You will only get a bigger picture from Social Media metrics and endless amounts of data when 
you put them into context. 

We believe that it is Questions that will provide you with the right framework to pick and pull 
metrics that you really need !



QUESTION 1

Can I track my Facebook post popularity and audience feedback in real-time?

It is important to know what type of content resonates most with your audience. You’ll be able to adjust your 
content and your entire Facebook marketing efforts to your audience’s needs

OVERVIEW - Key Facebook metrics in one widget.

PERFORMANCE - Impressions (pages displayed), Reach (visitors) 
and Engagement (sum of clicks, likes and shares) over a period of 
time.

LATEST POSTS - Recent posts with Likes and Comments sorted by 
date (latest posts first).
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QUESTION 2

What is my audience's age and gender? Where are they from?

Understanding your audience is extremely important. You can use this information to rank your traffic sources, to 
uncover business opportunities, to build sales strategy and much more.

AUDIENCE - Countries, cities, languages, age and gender of your audience.

TOTAL FRIENDS - Current number of friends or page fans.

FRIENDS BY REGION - Countries where your friends and fans are from.

AGE AND GENDER - Demographics of your fans and friends.

FANS - Number of people that like your page - cumulative view.

NEW FANS - View the number of new people that like your Page by day.

FANS BY LANGUAGE - Top languages of your audience.

FANS BY CITY- Top cities that your audience is from.
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QUESTION 3

How often do people see my Facebook content?

REACH is a great metric. It tells you how many people are reached by your content (or ads). It is useful to track it 
over time and correlate with user actions such as LIKES. If your content REACH grows but LIKES count declines 
this could be an indication of low content relevance.

REACH - Page reach over time. Shows the number of unique users 
who saw your post

IMPRESSIONS - Number of times your page activity is displayed to 
your audience.

IMPRESSIONS AND REACH - Impressions and reach of your 
Facebook Page content over time.
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QUESTION 4

Where does my Facebook traffic come from?

Traffic sources tell you what websites and social networks your audience comes from. Analyze it over time and use 
insights to understand what drives your traffic and where to focus your efforts to maximise it. 

REFERRERS - Top referring domains ranked by views.

Identify audience that engages with your content, rank your sources 
accordingly and draw your efforts to the best-performing sources.
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QUESTION 5

Do people come to my page after seeing Facebook Ads?

You should use REACH metric to evaluate the effectiveness of your Facebook Ad campaigns. Keep track of your 
IMPRESSIONS & REACH both paid and organic to see if your budget is well-spent. 

PAID VS ORGANIC REACH - Paid vs Organic reach 
over time.

IMPRESSIONS PAID VS ORGANIC- Impressions 
over time - paid vs organic.
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QUESTION 6

How viral is my content? Do other Facebook users talk about and spread it further?

If your content becomes viral, it is important to understand why and hopefully repeat the success. VIRAL REACH 
metrics help to identify these moments. 

VIRAL REACH -  Viral reach count over time (number of people who saw your 
content published or linked by your friends).

VIRAL IMPRESSIONS -  Number of viral impressions over time.

Revisit your viral content and learn from it to make your future posts and pages 
even better.
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QUESTION 7

Is my Facebook content gaining popularity?

Counting LIKES, CLICKS and trending them over time show how interesting or popular your Facebook content is. It 
could be useful to combine it with ENGAGEMENT metrics.

POST LIKES -   Page content Likes by day.

POST CLICKS -  Page content Clicks by day.
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QUESTION 8 

Do my visitors like and interact (engage) with my Facebook content?

ENGAGEMENT shows how people interact with your content. High engagement is a sign of great content. 

ENGAGEMENT RATE is a great metric  for equally comparing Engagement of both small and large companies, 
since they have different audience sizes.

                                        

ENGAGEMENT-  Number of actions related to your 
posts: clicks, shares, likes and comments.

ENGAGEMENT RATE-  Your Engagement in relation to 
the number of followers a company has on social media 
(or number of views)

ER = (CLICKS + SHARES + LIKES + COMMENTS) / REACH
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QUESTION 8 

Do my visitors like and interact (engage) with my Facebook content?

         

POST LIKES -   Page content Likes by day.

POST CLICKS -  Page content Clicks by day.

SHARES -  Page content Shares by day.

COMMENTS -  Page content Comments by day.

POSITIVE FEEDBACK TRENDS -   Positive action types and action 
counts over time.

POSITIVE FEEDBACK TYPES -  Positive actions types and event count for last 
period.

CONSUMPTION TRENDS -  Content consumption trends by type.
CONSUMPTION TYPES -  Consumption types ranked by 
customer actions.
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QUESTION 9

Can I identify and quickly react to negative feedback?

It is very important that you quickly react to visitors' feedback (both negative and especially positive). If NEGATIVE 
ACTIONS count increases, it may be an indication that you are either not active or not timely enough with your 
responses.

UNLIKES - Page content Unlikes by day.

NEGATIVE ACTION TYPES - Negative actions types and event count 
for last period.

NEGATIVE ACTION TRENDS - Negative action types and action 
counts over time.
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QUESTION 10

Can I monitor stories published about my Facebook Page?

Stories include liking your Page, posting to your Page's Wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of your Page 
posts, answering a Question you posted, checking in at your Place, etc.

STORIES - The number of stories published by friends 
about your Facebook Page.

STORY IMPRESSIONS - The number of impressions of stories 
published by a friend about your Facebook Page.

STORY TYPES - Story types ranked by count of stories.
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Number and complexity of metrics in a Facebook social media dashboard can be overwhelming. Instead of jumping 
into complex stuff, start from practical questions and metrics that are easy to follow and readily available.

Remember, this is your data. Get smarter now by using data you already own. These selected metrics have been 
prepared for you by OCTOBOARD. Go ahead, it will take seconds to set up. It is FREE. Simply tap the link in our 
description.

CONCLUSION
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Set up OCTOBOARD for FREE and have access to all the 
Facebook metrics you need in real-time!

Your Business Performance Dashboard is only a click away.
OCTOBOARD.COM
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